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Can we imagine a new horizon, conjure up 
a democratic desire or a new collective 
adventure, and in doing so transcend the 
manifold crisis that refuses to loosen its 
grip on our era and our world ?

The inability to reinvent democratic 
methods has become universal. Social, 
territorial and generational divides have 
become yawning chasms: national-
populist fervour breaking out across 
the whole of Europe, overt xenophobia, 
a sentiment of ungovernability, the 
compulsive rejection of real or imagined 
elites, digital radicalism and conspiracy 
theories whose vitriolic outbursts serve as 
interaction, and whose imprecisions and 
rumour serve only to destabilise.

“He who shows no scruples and can 
entertain the masses will always prevail over 
he who gets bogged down by the finer details 
of his method. So what can we do ?

To fight back against the rousing discourse of 
identity fanatics, we must develop counter-
narratives blessed with similar energy,” 
declares Patrick Boucheron, one of the 
guests at the European Lab Winter Forum 
2017.

Yet, in the face of the vast and generalised 
struggles of progressive ideas, any 
collective, forward-thinking vision has 
become conspicuously absent from the 
European democratic model. Yet the time 
for looking on in denial is over. The alarm 
bells have now rung, leaving us numb and 
incredulous. Faced with a reality that we 
previously thought unimaginable, the time 
has come to shake off our fatalism and 
collective indifference.

A pernicious net of nihilism has been cast 
far and wide, and anything is possible. 
“Nothing can be taken for granted any more. 
We can now see that history is far from 

over. Man’s story is still a tragic one. And 
we will need more than project managers, 
accountants and communicators to put 
it right.” Raphaël Glucksmann once more 
sounds the siren, calling for a resurgence in 
goodwill: “Are we up for the fight ?”

“Resist, oppose, fight as hard as you can for 
a world that is less violent, less unfair and 
less unequal,” replies Didier Eribon, a guest 
at the forum in 2016.

How can we shape our civic 
reconstruction ? Can the sum part of our 
initiatives and movements serve as the 
bedrock of a democratic revival ?

Cultural action – driven by generations of 
European, digital and crisis-native citizens 
– is creating new possibilities. Because 

these generations were formed in an 
environment of subcultural independence 
and solitude: marginalised from 
institutional systems, closer to the roughest 
terrains, armed with plenty of political 
engagement but very few means. On a 
micro-local, European and international 
level, militants for citizen reconstruction 
are joining forces, through creation, social 
and democratic innovation, initiative and 
imagination: working for the common 
good, reshaping the future.

Vincent Carry 
Director of Arty Farty
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euroPean LaB  
Winter foruM

imagining the culture of tomorrow

— european Lab —
Founded in 2011 with the support of the European Union, the European Lab 
aims to get to the bottom of the political, economic, social and urban evolutions 
of our times by inviting a new generation of thinkers and citizens to participate 
via conferences, debates, documentary screenings and the presentation of 

inspiring initiatives.

— european Lab Winter forum —
An offshoot of the well-established European Lab Forum in Lyon, the European 
Lab Winter Forum was created in 2015. This will be its second edition, during 
which around fifty participants will be invited to contribute to a central debate :

Subcultures and civic engagement : new alternatives for fresh resistance 
Resolutely forward-thinking, the European Lab Winter Forum invites all those in 
attendance to share this vast, far-reaching theme with all those who question, 

imagine and make the culture of tomorrow.
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MakeSense
In partnership with

MakeSense is an open association that 
helps social and environmental projects to 
optimise their impact on our planet.
In 4 years and over the course of more 
than 1,120 workshops, they have mobilised 
over 20,000 people, providing support for 
over 1,000 projects in 100 towns and cities.
Following the initiation of their partnership 
in 2016, the European Lab will now serve 
as a dedicated venue for the association’s 
MakeSense Rooms.

the MKs room is a format that mixes live 
performances by new artists with debates 
on art and social entrepreneurship. 
The initiative’s aim is to use music and 
culture to promote collaborative forms 
of entrepreneurship, and to make them 
accessible to all.

n www.makesense.org/fr
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Nuit des idéesA

The first Nuit des Idées, held in Paris in 
January 2016, attracted thousands of 
people to the Quai d’Orsay, where they 
were invited to explore a lineup of 11 
conferences and 30 public readings. 7,000 
internet users followed the debates online.

Hailed as a unanimous success by the 
press, the French Institute then decided 
to throw itself into an unprecedented 

 la Machine du Moulin Rouge
An event at

Now in its seventh year of existence, La 
Machine has established a reputation 
as a key venue for multidisciplinary and 
multifaceted art and creation.

Its three main rooms (Le Central, La 
Chaufferie, Le Bar à Bulles) play host 
to a diverse line-up of club nights and 
concerts, as well as visual art, dance and 
cinema spectacles. Experimenting with 
varied formats of daytime and night-
time events, the venue defines itself as a 
prolific and open space that defends an 
uninhibited vision of culture, working with 

independent and avant-garde collectives 
as well as established artists. 

La Machine du Moulin Rouge is smart and 
innovative, welcoming and challenging, a 
place of refuge that encourages dialogue 
between a diverse range of creative 
figures.

By hosting the European Lab Winter 
Forum, and helping to imagine the culture 
of tomorrow, the venue is remaining 
faithful to its mission and purpose.

n www.lamachinedumoulinrouge.com

challenge, in terms of both shape and 
scale : to hold all of its Nuits des Idées on 
the same day – or rather the same night – 
around the whole world.

With one central theme : A Shared World.

n www.lanuitdesidees.com
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the programme the formats
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Conference 

Europe, still  
a distant dream ?

MKs room #1 
Projection 

Waynak

Radio Lab
Free radio presented 
by Vincent Cavaroc, 

Valérie Paillé  
& 

Alain Damasio

Radio Live
The manifesto of a 

generation in action

Screening
Russian Utopia

MKs room #2
Defiance towards 

institutions :  
an opportunity for 

democratic renewal ?

Le CentraL Le Bar à BuLLesLa Chaufferie

debate
A youth that still 

believes
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Free on reservation

opening talk 
by Patrick Boucheron

MKs room #1 
Refugee crisis or media 
(mis)information crisis ? 

imagine tomorrow
Two inspiring addresses
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Patrick Boucheron — Historian, France

Professor at the Collège de France and coordinator of 
the epic Histoire du monde au XVIème Siècle, a history 
of the world in the 19th century, Patrick Boucheron is 
France’s leading authority on world history. He offers 
a reinterpretation of history revealed by relations 
between far-removed geographical areas, proposing an 
alternative narrative to that of nations and empires.

n www.college-de-france.fr/site/patrick-boucherontaLK
oPening

>> 26 january 2017, free 
19:00 - 19:30 / Le Central

Participant
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Six years ago, the first edition of 
the European Lab Forum was born. 
Our desire was to create a platform 
on which to debate Europe. 
Rather than its parliamentary and 
institutional image, we wished to 
focus on its young people, its artists, 
the project leaders who shape it on 
a daily basis, give form to its identity, 
and bring it to life.
Since then, the need for 
engagement has become 
increasingly urgent. From the treaty 
in 2005 and the reception policies 
of certain new members, to the 
recent Brexit referendum: cracks are 
emerging in the European project at 
all levels.
Its economic, political and citizen 
project is no longer up to the 
task of responding to the state of 
emergency that many of its member 
states find themselves in.
Citizen defiance towards politicians 
has grown to immense proportions, 

against a backdrop formed by the 
prospect of a protectionist and 
nationalist future.
However, citizen initiatives are 
springing up across the continent, 
providing their own response to 
this unprecedented crisis. From 
SOS Méditerranée, who provide a 
rescue service for migrants travelling 
to Europe, to the pan-European 
movement Diem 25, actions and 
ideas are assembling and taking 
shape.
Artists, thinkers and civil society 
figures are working to meet the 
challenges being posed by Europe’s 
democratic transition, to breathe 
life into citizen a debate dedicated 
to the values of openness that 
will form the basis for our future, 
harmonious co-existence.

>> 26 January 2017, free 
18:30 – 20:00 / Le Central

europe, still a distant dream ?
Opening conference
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Participants                 

Béligh nabli — IRIS, France

Academic, director of research at the IRIS (the French 
Institute for International and Strategic Affairs) and 
professor at Sciences Po Paris, Beligh Nabli specialises 
on the development of political power in France, Europe 
and the Arab World. He has notably written La République 
identitiaire (Le Cerf, 2016), L’(in)égalité politique en 
démocratie (Fondation Jean-Jaures, 2013), L’exercice des 
fonctions d’Etat membre de l’Union européenne (Dalloz, 
2007), and géopolitique de la Méditerranée (Armand 
Colin, 2015).

n www.iris-france.org/chercheurs/beligh-nabli

Srećko Horvat — DIEM 25, Croatia

Croatian philosopher Srećko Horvat’s works have been 
translated into ten languages, including recently: The 
Radicality of Love (Polity, 2015), Welcome to the Desert 
of Post-Socialism (Verso, 2015) and What does Europe 
want? (with Slavoj Zizek, Columbia University Press, 2014). 
He was also the founder and director of Subversive 
Festival, a meeting point for diverse leftist movements and 
intellectuals from the world over. He regularly writes for 
the guardian and the New York Times. He has also worked 
with former greek Minister of Finance, Yanis Varoufakis, 
on the construction of a pan-European movement called 
DiEM25, which was launched in Berlin on 9 February 2016.

n www.diem25.org

Etienne Balibar — Philosopher, France

Professeur de philosophie politique et morale à 
l’Université de Paris-X Nanterre, Etienne Balibar est co-
directeur de la collection Pratiques Théoriques aux PUF. 
Il est également titulaire d’une chaire de philosophie 
moderne européenne à la Kingston University de Londres. 
Connu pour ses ouvrages sur Marx, il questionne depuis 
les années 60 les concepts d’identités, de citoyenneté et 
de liberté avec un éclairage européen. Des Universels, son 
dernier essai, est paru en 2016 aux Editions galilée.

n www.franceculture.fr/personne-etienne-balibar.html

Peggy Corlin, journaliste indépendante, travaille sur les 
questions européennes depuis une dizaine d’années. 
Elle collabore notamment à la chaîne de télévision 
britannique Channel 4 et à la revue spécialisée Liaisons 
Sociales Europe.

n @PeggyCorlin

Peggy Corlin — Journalist, France
Moderator
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Screening & debate

What do we know about Russia over these 
last few years ?
What is hidden behind the image, 
pedalled repeatedly by the mass media, 
of an increasingly closed-off country 
whose international posturing harks back 
to history’s darkest years ?
Far from the media spotlight, a section of 
Russia’s youth is becoming increasingly 
engaged, fighting on a daily basis to 
defend the values of citizenship and 
emancipation.
Artists, media, thinkers and activists – 
some in exile – are fueling a breeding-
ground of resistance and providing hope 
for renewal. 

We take a closer look at these young 
people who have known almost nothing 
but Putin’s rule.
Defending the right to opposition, the 
freedom of the media, the fight against 
homophobia, these marginalised voices 
are fighting against a monolithic and 
reactionary Russia. In doing so, they are 
revealing a new world of possibilities for a 
whole generation.

>> 26 January 2017, free 
21:00 - 22:15 / Le Central

DeBate — A youth that still believes   

Michel eltchaninoff — Author, France

An academic and the holder of a PhD in Philosophy, 
Michel Eltchaninoff is a specialist in Russian philosophy. 
Having become director of the French University-College 
of Moscow in 2002, since 2010 he has also been Deputy 
Editor-in-Chief of Philosophie Magazine. His notable 
works include Dostoïevski. Le roman du corps (Jérôme 
Millon, 2013), Dans la Tête de Vladimir Poutine (Solin/Actes 
Sud, 2015) ou encore Les nouveaux Dissidents (Stock, 2016)

n www.actes-sud.fr/node/50605

Joanna dunis — Director, France

An independent writer, Joanna Dunis specialises on the 
post-Soviet world. On a trip to Moscow during the year 
of Vladimir Putin’s re-election, in 2003-2004, she came 
across the National Bolsheviks for the first time. They 
would become the subject of her first feature-length film, 
Russian Utopia, co-directed with Léa Todorov. For over 10 
years, Joanna Dunis has been travelling across the former 
Soviet Union, exploring the imprints left by a fallen empire 
and witnessing the revival and explosion of nationalistic 
sentiment.

n joannadunis.wordpress.com

Léa todorov — Director, France

An author, director and professor, Léa Todorov divides 
her time between Paris and the French province of 
Berry. Having studied political science and history in 
Paris, Vienna and Berlin, she has been involved in both 
documentaries and historical/political films. She co-
wrote Révolution École, and In Limbo. Her works as a 
director include Saving Humanity during Office Hours 
(2012), 120 ans de Luttes Sociales and Russian Utopia, co-
directed with Joanna Dunis. She is currently working on 
new documentary and fiction projects, teaching cinema 
at Nanterre University and producing documentaries for 
Elinka Films.

n www.elinkafilms.fr
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Participants

Alexis Prokopiev — Russie-Libertés, France/Russia

Born in Moscow in 1983, and a resident of France since 
1995, Alexis Prokopiev is the ex-president and co-founder 
of Russie-Libertés, an independent association that 
stands up in defence of freedom and human rights in 
Russia. Having obtained a Master’s degree in Public 
Affairs from Sciences-Po Paris in 2008, he co-wrote a 
book entitled The Other Faces of Russia. His struggles in 
the name of transparency and freedom of expression are 
representative of a deeper attachment to Russia, and 
to the fundamental rights that form the basis of modern 
democracy.

n www.lespetitsmatins.fr/collections/les-autres-visages-de-la-
russie-artistes-militants-journalistes-citoyens-face-a-larbitraire-
du-pouvoir/

Isabelle Lassere — Journalist, France

Isabelle Lasserre works on the foreign affairs desk at Le 
Figaro. Having previously been the newspaper’s defence 
correspondent, she now reports on issues relating to 
diplomacy and strategy. She has also previously held 
the title of Moscow correspondent and has reported 
from warzones in Bosnia, Kosovo, Chechnya, Iraq and 
Afghanistan. She is the author of two books: L’Impuissance 
Française (1989-2007) : une diplomatie qui a fait son 
temps (Flammarion 2007) and Notre guerre secrète au 
Mali : Les nouvelles menaces contre la France (Fayard 
2013).

n www.plus.lefigaro.fr/page/isabelle-lasserre

Moderator
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Arthur House — Journalist, United Kingdom

Arthur House is deputy editor of The Calvert Journal, a 
guide to the contemporary culture of the new east. He was 
previously a journalist at The Telegraph and is a founding 
editor of The Junket, a literary quarterly. He has led 
workshops for young journalists in Russia and georgia.

n www.calvertjournal.com

The year is 2012. Vladimir Putin is to be re-
elected as President of Russia. For the first 
time in 15 years, the population is rising 
up against the established powers. At 
the heart of this unprecedented drive for 
change are the young citizens who make 
up the National Bolshevik party. Their 
guru is Eduard Limonov, punk poet turned 
radical leader.
Kolya, Zhenia, Marat, Anya, Shuka and 
Tvorog come from the provinces of a 
country destroyed by authoritarianism 
and brutal capitalism. With no true 
political platform, and armed only with 

beliefs that flirt with extremism and 
revolution, they look up to Stalin and 
Robespierre, gandhi and Che. Russian 
Utopia accompanies them in a historical 
moment when they believe, more than 
ever, that their dreams will become reality.
An immersion in the ironies of a revolution 
to come, between the fantasies and 
failures of a lost generation, Russian 
Utopia is the bittersweet face of eternal 
revolutionary dreams.

>> 26 January 2017, free 
22:15 - 23:15 / Le Central

russian utoPia (60 min) 
by Joanna Dunis and Léa Todorov

sCreening
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From radio to the stage : Aurélie 
Charon and Caroline gillet add a 
new dimension to their documentary 
series with RADIO LIVE.
This series profiles an engaged 
youth that refuses to lie down, 
still believing in its role to play 
in the future of its country and 
in redefining our democracies. 
Witnesses to the event are present 
and correct, providing lively and 
spontaneous on-stage testimonies 
fusing the sound of documentaries 
with live drawings by Amélie Bonnin. 
This is a new generation on the mic, 
with no desire whatsoever to be a 
part of an era sacrificed in favour 
of crises and fear, the loss of hope 
and utopias. The two documentary-

makers have met their participants 
where they live – in their towns, 
in their countries – and are now 
inviting them to join them on stage in 
Paris. Together, they will discuss their 
life journeys, their desires and their 
shared anxieties.
These live shows have been 
imagined as a three-dimensional 
radio broadcast. It’s not a 
conference, it’s not “an evening 
with…”, it’s a snapshot of the future. 
It’s the opposite of resignation. Like 
on the radio, a music session.

>> 26 January 2017, free 
23:15 - 01:00 / Le Central

raDio LiVe :
Manifesto of a generation in action

LIVE
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Aurélie Charon — France Culture, France

Caroline gillet — France Inter, France

Aurélie Charon presents the television programme Une Vie 
d’Artiste at 11pm every Monday night on France Culture. 
For six years, she has been producing documentary 
series on youth and the dreams of democracy, such as 
Underground Democracy (2014, in Tehran, gaza, Moscow 
and Algier, on France Inter). She is currently making a 
film in gaza. She has long since focused her work on 
the youth of France, with more recent series including 
Une Série Française (France Inter, 2015) and Jeunesse 
2016 (France Culture). For the last four years, Aurélie has 
been organising her RADIO LIVE theatre shows: on-stage 
documentaries where the new generation has its say.

n www.franceculture.fr/emissions/une-vie-dartiste

Working alongside Aurélie Charon, since 2011 Caroline 
gillet has been producing documentary series for France 
Inter that profile different regions through the eyes of 
their young people : firstly Alger, nouvelle génération (with 
its accompanying film and web documentary), then I 
Like Europe and finally Welcome Nouveau Monde. In 2014 
and 2015, she produced Tea Time Club, a programme 
featuring conversations from people all over the world 
via Skype. The project has been adapted for TV channel 
France 4. For the last three years, she has been working 
for France Inter on the documentary series À Ton Âge and 
contributing to the Transfert podcasts on Slate.fr.

n www.franceinter.fr/emissions/a-ton-age

Amélie Bonnin — Illustrator, director, France

An artistic director, illustrator and director, Amélie Bonnin 
puts images to words, screenings and stories. For four 
years, she sketched the guests appearing on France 
Culture’s Atelier Intérieur, in addition to designing the 
online visual identities of Le Mouv and France Inter. In 
2012, she directed La Mélodie du Boucher, a documentary 
for Arte profiling a butcher in a country village. Now the 
artistic director of 4août, a communications agency, she is 
currently writing her first full-length fiction feature.

n ameliebonnin.fr
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Juliette Armanet — Singer, France

Radio Live invitees

Heddy Salem — France
RADIO LIVE — Portrait
“Heddy grew up in Busserine, in the banlieue of Marseille. 
He discovered boxing at 15 years of age, and soon 
switched off from school. He was attracted by the army 
but ended up only lasting two months there – until the 
day he discovered the theatre. “I didn’t think culture was 
for me”, he explains. Today, he has found a new sense of 
meaning on stage, writing texts on freedom and equality. 
He currently works at the Merlan Theatre in Marseille.”

Amir Hassan — France
RADIO LIVE  — Portrait
“Amir arrived in France three years ago. He grew up at 
the Al-Shati refugee camp on the gaza Strip. At 18 years 
of age, he heard the French language spoken for the 
first time at university. He decided to learn it. Four years 
down the line, he graduated and started writing poems 
in French, going on to win prizes. When he was 20 years-
old, he left the gaza Strip for the first time. Three years 
later, he became a teaching assistant for Arab language 
classes. He still teaches Arab and writeS poems.”

Radio Live invitees

Nargesse Bibimoune — France
RADIO LIVE — Portrait
“Nargesse is a student. Having grown up in givors, she 
started writing a chronicle on Facebook on the life of a 
young resident of a housing estate named You. Entitled 
Dans la peau d’un thug (‘In the skin of a thug’), the blog 
soon attracted 20,000 readers and was later adapted 
into a book. The language of the book is vibrant and 
diverse. This is perfectly in keeping with Nargesse, who is 
equally comfortable wearing a veil as she is sporting body 
piercings.”

Having started out as a director of documentaries, Juliette 
Armanet decided to turn her hand to singing. She picked 
up her key influences – Sheller, Souchon, Bashung and, 
above all, Barbara – thanks to her parents, themselves 
enthusiastic pianists. Known for the melancholia of 
her hit L’Amour en Solitaire, she is currently preparing a 
dancefloor-friendly release for 2017, more reflective of 
her on-stage energy. With her powerful lyrics and catchy 
melodies, Juliette Armanet is at the forefront of the 
reinvention of “chic”.

Pierre griner — France
RADIO LIVE — Portrait
“Pierre is a real boy of the north, born and raised in 
Quiévrechain on the Belgian border. At 23 years of age, 
he became the town’s mayor after a year-long campaign 
alongside his running mate Maxence, 21, who became his 
chief of staff. He claims to be ‘to the left of the right’.”
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Eddy Moniot studies theatre at the Seine-Saint-Denis 
University. He made a name for himself by winning the 
2015 edition of the Saint-Denis “Concours d’Eloquence”, 
a public speaking competition that was the subject of a 
documentary on France Télévisions in 2016. Nowadays, 
Eddy is working with the Eloquentia association and is 
preparing his first live show.

n www.eloquentia-saintdenis.fr

Eddy Moniot — Eloquentia, France

Participants

Judith Aquien — Philosopher, France

Two inspiring addresses, aiming to mobilise 
young people and support the revival of 
optimism. 
Four 10-minute sessions led by the brightest 
minds from the worlds of culture and ideas, 
each a shot of positivity for a better future!

>> 26 january 2017, free 
All night long 
(Final line-up TBC)

imagine 
tomorrow

FORUM

Judith Aquien est conceptrice de sites et auteure. En 2015, 
elle met sa carrière entre parenthèses pour fonder l’école 
THOT (Transmettre un horizon à tous), structure qui entend 
pallier l’absence de formation diplômante à destination 
des réfugiés et demandeurs d’asile. Le projet Thot fait 
partie des 15 lauréats « La France s’engage 2017 ».

n www.thot-fle.fr
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raDio LaB
a shape-shifting sensorial and listening experience,  

reflecting the night’s debates.

Radio
in all its forms

Presentations of works
Readings
Portraits

Interviews
Debates

Comical chronicles
Sonic experiences

Radiophonic fictions
Free rein to authors and the media

Radio Lab 
Live

Radio Lab takes over Le Bar à Bulles 
from 18:00 to 01:45
Behind the mic : Vincent Cavaroc,  
director of Tropisme festival, Valérie 
Paillé, journalist for Arte TV series 
Tracks, and Alain damasio, science-
fiction author, will be welcoming 
authors, artists, thinkers and the 
media to debate, brainstorm, laugh, 
curse, read, question, interrogate, 
sing, experiment, inspire and sketch 
out new horizons of thought.
The opportunity to reshape the 
world at Le Bar à Bulles.

>> 26 january 2017, free 
18:30 - 01:45 / Le Bar à Bulles
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RADIO LAB IS pReSenteD By

Valérie Paillé — Tracks/Arte, France

A journalist specialising in counter-cultures and emerging 
forms of art, Valérie works with various different media 
outlets and cultural venues including Arte, France Culture, 
the Pompidou Centre and Vice. Valérie Paillé is also a 
journalist for Tracks, seeking out avant garde practices, 
lifestyles and artistic experiences in order to meet the 
makers of culture, past and present. 

n www.tracks.arte.tv

Alain damasio — Auteur, France

A politically-engaged writer, Alain Damasio is one of the 
most recognisable names in French science-fiction. A 
keen believer that science-fiction can both describe and 
change the world, he achieved notable success with the 
critically and publicly acclaimed La Horde du Contrevent, 
which won the grand Prix de l’Imaginaire in 2006. 
Fascinated by forward-thinking politics and the place 
occupied by humans in a world saturated by technology, 
Alain Damasio also writes scripts for video games and 
devotes a share of his work to musicality and sounds. His 
last project, Fragments Hackés D’un Futur Qui Résiste, won 
the main prize for radio fiction for 2015, awarded by the 
Société des gens Des Lettres. He regularly takes part in 
European Lab events.

n www.lahordeducontrevent.org

Vincent Cavaroc — Tropisme Festival, France

Ancien conseiller artistique et programmateur du Plateau 
média à la gaîté Lyrique à Paris, Vincent Cavaroc est 
aussi documentariste pour France Culture. Associé 
à la structure d’accompagnement culturel Illusion & 
Macadam, il assure la direction de production de la 
compagnie de danse contemporaine Le Kwatt / Xavier Le 
Roy, et de MM / Mathilde Monnier. Depuis 2015, Vincent 
Cavaroc est directeur artistique du festival Tropisme basé 
à Montpellier. 

n @cavarocv

18h40 > 19h00
ouVerture : MiCheL Pastoureau
Du sang du Christ à l’amour, de la luxure à la contestation sociale, le rouge 
et ses innombrables connotations permettent de porter un autre regard 
sur l’Histoire. La Machine du Moulin Rouge est l’endroit idéal pour laisser 
l’historien Michel Pastoureau nous plonger dans cette couleur.

raDio LaB I PROgRAM SCHEDULE

Historien médieviste, Michel Pastoureau enseigne à la 
Sorbonne et à l’Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes où 
il est titulaire de la chaire d’Histoire de la symbolique 
occidentale. Il est également directeur d’études à l’EHESS. 
Mondialement connu pour ses travaux sur l’histoire des 
couleurs en Occident, il a également publié une dizaine 
d’ouvrages sur les significations de l’héraldique, sur les 
blasons et les armoiries. 
Son dernier ouvrage Rouge, histoire d’une couleur est paru 
aux éditions du Seuil en octobre 2016.

n www.seuil.com/auteur/michel-pastoureau

Michel Pastoureau — Historian, France

19h00 > 19h45
the BattLe of the Visionaries: Can sCienCe-fiCtion set the 
future free ? 
Les membres du Collectif Zanzibar triturent de leurs mains d’écrivain 
une science-fiction qui pense et expérimente des futurs à contre-courant 
des représentations étriquées proposées par les acteurs économiques et 
politiques.
With Alain damasio et le collectif Zanzibar

Un collectif d’écrivains talentueux qui a fait de la science-fiction et de l’imaginaire un 
combat têtu et joyeux pour désincarcérer le futur qu’on nous propose.

n www.zanzibar.zone

Collectif Zanzibar — France
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19h45 > 20h30
CuLturaL Change-MaKers
A new generation of cultural venues in greater Paris is reinventing the 
city’s relationship with creation and citizenship. The grassroots alternatives 
emerging from these sites are based on the principles of the common 
good, and facilitate unprecedented interaction between social issues, 
creativity and everyday thinking.
With : Chloé tournier, Julien Beller, aurore rapin, Pascale Dubois
Moderator : Vincent Cavaroc

Head of programming at the MAIF Social Club, a Parisian 
cultural venue focused on the collaborative society, Chloé 
Tournier was a long-time member of France’s cultural 
network overseas. Having lived in Bamako, Buenos Aires 
and Mexico, she is also the holder of an undergraduate 
degree from Sciences-Po Lyon and a Master’s in 
international cultural projects.

n www.maifsocialclub.fr

Chloé tournier — MAIF Social Club, France

Membre du collectif EXYZT depuis 2003, Julien a 
longtemps construit des architectures éphémères et 
festives dans différentes villes européennes. En 2010, il 
fonde 6B, un lieu de création et de diffusion accueillant 
140 résidents dans 7000m2 à Saint-Denis. Fin 2016, il est 
choisi pour concevoir le centre de premier accueil pour 
réfugiés à Paris.

n www.exyzt.org, www.le6b.fr

Julien Beller — EXYZT / Le 6B, France

Aurore Rapin est architecture et urbaniste des zones 
de chalandises excentrées. Depuis 2012 elle travaille 
comme coordinatrice de projet chez YesWeCamp, une 
association qui propose la création d’espaces éphémères 
et d’événements qui favorisent le vivre ensemble, en 
partenariat avec des collectivités, des entreprises et des 
associations.
n www.yeswecamp.org

Aurore rapin — Yes We Camp, France
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20h30 > 21h15
La MuLtiPLiCité iDentitaire et La réouVerture Des PossiBLes
Questionner le genre et les normes sociales, une préoccupation centrale 
dans le travail des militants, des chercheurs mais aussi des artistes, de plus 
en plus nombreux à déconstruire ces standards pour mieux réinventer les 
identités de demain.
Avec : alice Pfeiffer, Lasseindra, Kiddy smile, abdellah taïa
Modération : Mathilde Serrel

Alice Pfeiffer — Journalist, France

A fashion journalist in France at Le Monde, M Le Monde 
and Les Inrockuptibles, for a long time now Alice Pfeiffer 
has also been writing for publications as diverse as the 
New York Times, The guardian, i-D and Dazed&Confused.
The holder of a Master’s degree in gender Studies from 
the prestigious London School of Economics, she has a 
keen interest in gender issues. Her work is focused above 
all on the sociological quality of fashion, serving as a 
mirror of our times.

n alicepfeiffer.com

An artist and performer from Paris, Kiddy Smile’s sound is 
heavily influenced by 90s house music. He produces and 
writes all his own music, which he then puts to images, 
paying particular attention to choreography and style. 
Iconic American artist Beth Ditto spotted the Parisian’s 
talent following the release of his first single, Worthy of 
Your Love, inviting him to open for The gossip on their 
next tour. Those shows were followed by many more dates, 
notably alongside Hercules & Love Affair and Sam Sparro.

n www.soundcloud.com/kiddysmile

Kiddy Smile — Artist, France
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Originally from South America and currently residing 
in Paris, Lasseindra is a star in the world of voguing, the 
dance that is part-fashion show, part-hip hop, and part-
queer culture. She is one of France’s first artists to make a 
name for herself in women’s voguing, as well as being the 
competition’s sole transvestite participant. By organising 
her own balls (dance battles), she is also making a telling 
contribution to the recognition of the voguing scene in 
France.

Lasseindra — Artiste, France

Mathilde Serrell est journaliste, spécialisée en pop-
culture. Après un début au magazine BLAST, elle entre 
chez Radio Nova où elle anime une émission culturelle 
puis un show d’infotainment. En 2013 elle quitte la radio 
pour la télé en devenant directrice des programmes du 
Before sur Canal+ avant de rejoindre l’équipe du grand 
Journal dans une chronique sur la pop-culture.  Depuis 
août 2015, elle produit et anime Ping-Pong sur France 
Culture avec la complicité de Martin Quenehen.

n www.franceculture.fr/emissions/ping-pong

Mathilde Serrell — France Culture, France
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21h15 > 21h45
DéCaMPer
À l’heure où les politiques migratoires font de notre Europe des terres et 
des mers sans accueil, il est heureusement des acteurs, civils, sociaux 
et humanitaires, qui se battent pour que la Méditerranée ne soit pas 
un cercueil et que l’hospitalité reste une évidence. Avec Jean-François 
Corty de Médecins du Monde, Samuel Lequette qui vient de codiriger 
Décamper, un livre et un disque magnifique sur les camps de migrants et 
SOS Méditerranée qui sauve des vies en mer.
Avec : samuel Lequette, Jean-françois Corty et SoS Méditerranée 
Modération : Alain damasio
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L’auteur de Décamper, Samuel Lequette, écrivain 
et critique littéraire, a été directeur pendant 
plusieurs années d’une maison d’édition d’écritures 
contemporaines. Il est aujourd’hui directeur du label 
indépendant Nuun records.

n decamper.org

Samuel Lequette — Écrivain, France

Michel Agier est ethnologue et anthropologue, Directeur 
de recherche à l’IRD et Directeur d’Etudes à l’EHESS, 
ses recherches portent sur les relations entre la 
mondialisation humaine, les conditions et lieux de l’exil, et 
la formation de nouveaux contextes urbains.

Michel Agier — Ethnologue, France
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21h45 > 22h15 
are we heading towards a cultural revolution in Morocco ?
An unadulterated portrait of Morocco today. From the status of women 
to workplace exploitation, from the right to nationality to radicalisation, 
cultural activists Kenza and Hicham reveal their hopes and fears regarding 
their country’s future.
With : Kenza sefrioui, hicham houdaïfa
Moderator : nadia Lamlili

Kenza Sefrioui is a culture journalist and literary 
critic. She wrote the literary column for the Journal 
Hebdomadaire between 2005 and 2010, in addition to 
working for Tel Quel, Diptyk and Economia. Specialized 
on cultural revolution in Marocco, she co-directed 
Casablanca Œuvre Ouverte, a two tome collection about 
contemporary writings in Casablanca (Le Fennec, 2013).
Co-founder of the En Toutes Lettres publishing house, 
she campaigns for the Roots for Cultural Development 
movement in Morocco and Africa, and organises various 
debates and events on the subject of cultural issues.

n www.economia.ma 
n www.racines.ma

Kenza Sefrioui — Journalist, Morrocco

Hicham houdaïfa — Journalist, Morrocco

Hicham Houdaïfa worked for various press outlets, 
including Al Bayane, Journal Hebdomadaire and La Vie 
Économique.
Hicham Houdaïfa’s work has been focused on societal 
matters such as freedom of religion, women’s rights, 
the situation faced by sub-Saharan migrants, and 
more. Along with fellow journalist Kenza Sefrioui, he co-
founded En Toutes Lettres, a publishing house specialising 
in journalistic essays, for which he heads up the 
Investigations division.

n www.telquel.ma/2015/02/19/hicham-houdaifa-precarite-tord-
femmes_1434960
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Nadia Lamlili est responsable de la région Maghreb/
Moyen Orient à l’hebdomadaire Jeune Afrique. Elle a 
également travaillé pour les médias marocains Economie 
et Entreprises, Tel Quel et l’Economiste. Elle porte une 
attention particulière aux sujets liés aux droits des 
femmes, à la réforme des textes religieux, la liberté de la 
presse, le printemps arabe et l’évolution culturelle des 
sociétés maghrébines. En 2005, elle obtient le prix CNN/
Multichoice de la presse écrite francophone en Afrique. 

n www.www.jeuneafrique.com 
n @nadialamlili

Nadia Lamlili — Journalist, Morrocco
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22h15 > 23h15 
Carte BLanChe to antiDote MagaZine
The world of fashion is lifting its gaze, looking beyond Paris and becoming 
increasingly fascinated by the banlieue. But is this a cultural takeover or a 
potential social breakthrough?
Tracksuits and caps are no longer strangers to the catwalk, while luxury 
brands have arrived en masse in the housing estates that surround Paris.
How can we transform this sartorial safari into the springboard for a 
potential social evolution ?
With : Bastien Laurent et Laura Do, ari Mizrahi, edem Dossou, rafaëlle 
emery, regina Demina, thomas Carrié
Moderator : alice Pfeiffer

Bastien Laurent et Laura Do sont les co-fondateurs de la 
marque gender-neutral AVOC, dont l’esthétique travaille 
autour de références streetwear et fonctionnelles, bien 
avant que le genre et le sportwear ne reviennent à la 
mode. Leur travail invoque la banlieue et les cultures 
dites urbaines, en dénonçant les clichés du genre, pour 
réfléchir à un futur inclusif et hybride.

n www.avocparis.com

Bastien Laurent et Laura do — AVOC, France

Ari Mizrahi, danseuse engagée dans diverses 
problématiques racisées et queer. Avec un master de 
gender Studies en poche, son travail se concentre sur 
l’intersectionalité de luttes, voyant la danse comme 
moyen d’expression politique. Elle a sa propre house 
de Voguing, danse dans une compagnie de Waacking, 
travaille en tant que chorégraphe et donne des workshops 
dans des festivals queer.

Ari De B-House of Mizrahi — Danseuse, France
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Edem Dossou est un styliste photo connu dans la presse 
indépendante (Modzik, Metal, King Kong) pour son travail 
et son esthétique citant et déconstruisant des codes dits 
urbains et des clichés de genre. Son travail propose une 
porosité entre les catégories de mode pré-écrites et les 
identités et styles à priori opposés.

n http://www.edemdossou.com

Edem dossou — Styliste, France

Rafaëlle Emery est une consultante de mode spécialisée 
dans le streetwear, passée par le magazine Shoes Up et 
Numéro ou elle écrit également sur le rap.  Aujourd’hui, 
elle travaille avec des labels de sportswear émergents 
et encourage leur rencontre avec le milieu du luxe plus 
classique et habituellement fermé aux expressions 
urbaines

Rafaëlle emery — Consultante mode, France

Regina Demina est une artiste plasticienne et réalisatrice 
qui explore la construction et la culture de la banlieue 
comme une forme de mythologie moderne. Diplômée du 
Fresnoy elle vient de recevoir le prix de jeunes talents de 
l’ADAgP ; elle chante dans le groupe Music for Egglant, et 
prépare actuellement un spectacle à la gaité Lyrique.

n www.instagram.com/regina_demina

Regina demina — Artiste, France

Thomas Carrié est un journaliste web et social media 
activist, passé par BETC, Radio Nova et Canal +. 
Aujourd’hui, il lance CRY, le web magazine lié aux 
expressions créatives interculturelles métissées en France.

n www.thomascarrie.fr

Thomas Carrié — Arte, CRUMB, CRY Magazine, France
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23h15 > 23h30
guru taLK #1
“Des choses, pas belles, se sont passées, en France, entre 2017 et 2020. Les 
femmes, par la main de déesses grecques surgies de l’Olympe, ont pris le 
pouvoir détenu par les hommes depuis des millénaires. » Pour European 
Lab, Chloé Delaume lira des extraits des Sorcières de la République, 
dystopie féministe de la rentrée littéraire 2016.
Avec : Chloé delaume

Chloé delaume — Author, France

Writer and performer Chloé Delaume practices a 
variety of different forms of writing: novels, game books, 
current affairs, poetry, theatre, radio fiction, songs, short 
films, and digital fiction in the form of downloadable 
applications. She has also initiated a publishing collection 
dedicated to hybrid writing, and has organised literary 
events and workshops.
While resident at the Villa Medicis in Rome between 2011 
and 2012, she embarked on a work cycle about the Witch 
as a magical and political figure. Her book, Les Sorcières 
de la République was published by Seuil in August 2016.

n www.rentree-seuil.com/ouvrage/les-sorcieres-de-la-republique
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23h30 > 00h15 
BraVe haCKers, nothing is iMPossiBLe !
A hat to blind security cameras.
A tutorial explaining what lies beneath the surface of our labour laws.
Research-action programmes that shake our ancient institutions to their 
very core…
Every day, this group of activists are working on their survival kits, aimed at 
both policy-makers and humble citizens. The goal? To enable residents to 
wrest back control of their urban spaces and public policies.

Avec : geoffrey Dorne, Caroline De haas, Julien Defait
Moderator : Valérie Paillé

A designer and founder of Design & Human, an ethical 
and radical design agency, geoffrey Dorne’s work is 
principally focused on producing human, social and 
politically engaged creations using digital technology, 
graphic design or entrepreneurship.
Whether it be for the Red Cross, the Mozilla Foundation or 
AIDS Research, geoffrey Dorne always delivers substantive 
work of a human and politically-involved nature. In 2016, 
he published Hacker Citizen, a book of resources to assist 
in hacking and reappropriating our urban environment.

n designandhuman.com 
n geoffreydorne.com

geoffrey dorne — Design & Human, France

Caroline de Haas — Feminist activist, France

Caroline De Haas is a feminist activist. In 2009, she 
founded her association Osez le Féminisme. She also 
founded and co-directs Egalis, a group consisting of three 
organisations dedicated to gender equality and the fight 
against discriminations.
In 2016, she was involved in initiating a petition, “Loi 
Travail, non merci !”, that received over a million 
signatures. In November 2016, she published Osons la 
Politique, the first citizen action manual for young people.

n www.osezlefeminisme.fr
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Julien defait — La 27ème Région, France

Julien Defait est designer au sein de La 27e Région, un 
laboratoire de transformation de l’action publique, 
qui conduit des programmes expérimentaux avec des 
collectivités et des administrations. Il y est en charge 
de la prospective – un travail expérimental de fiction 
administrative – et coordonne La Transfo, une démarche 
de formation-action menée à Paris auprès d’agents de la 
ville, visant à co-créer leur propre fonction « innovation » 
en interne.

n www.la27eregion.fr 
n @ juliendefait
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00h15 > 01h00
Carte BLanChe à raPhaëL gLuCKsMan :  
QueL LIvRe pOuR SAuveR Le mOnDe ?
Et si notre enracinement provenait avant tout des ouvrages que nous avons 
lus ? Ceux qui nous ont inspirés, fait rêver et nous ont permis un court 
instant d’envisager un futur qui collerait à nos rêves les plus fous.
Raphael glucksmann propose aux participants de la nuit, intervenants, 
public, passants, de venir présenter un recueil de leur choix - un livre 
d’hier qui parle d’aujourd’hui.
La méthode est simple : vous avez deux minutes pour présenter ce livre qui 
a changé votre vie et que vous conseilleriez à quiconque souhaite trouver 
des clés pour imaginer demain. Le format est libre : argumentaire, tribune, 
lecture. Rejoignez l’agora !

Raphaël glucksmann is a director and writer in his own 
right, son of philosopher André glucksmann. A graduate 
of the Paris Institute of Political Studies, in 2004 he co-
directed a documentary on the Rwandan genocide. 
Shocked by ongoing events in Rwanda and Chechnya, he 
co-founded Studies Without Borders in 2007.
Raphaël glucksmann is currently working on the creation 
of the French Cultural Centre in Tbilisi and the University 
of the Caucasus. His most recent films have dealt with the 
Orange Revolution in Ukraine. His latest two published 
works were génération gueule de bois. Manuel de lutte 
contre les réacs and Notre France. Dire et aimer ce que 
nous sommes (2016).
n @rglucks1

Raphaël glucksmann — Philosopher, France
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01h00 > 01h30 
CLosing reMarKs
In a world where our behaviour is governed via our ultra-visibility as 
citizens and consumers, where more light is shed on even the smallest 
traces that we leave behind in order to better exploit them and extract 
more financial or political value from them, in an era when we have never 
been closer to the White Walls/Black Holes vision of Deeuze & guattari… 
is the time not upon us to create the night? All forms of night, night as a 
blind spot of anonymity, from disappearance to imperceptibility, from 
disconnection to cunning, from deliberate eradication to tactical silence… 
is this not a response, a vital rejection of the status quo?

Alain Damasio and Mathieu Potte-Bonneville endeavour to explore 
the darker nooks and crannies of a glittering future, where the new 
enlightenment will be found in dodging and manipulating, via a letter-by-
letter exploration of one word: NUITS.

Avec : Mathieu Potte-Bonneville, alain Damasio

Mathieu Potte-Bonneville — Philosopher, France

Mathieu Potte-Bonneville is a philosopher and head of 
the “Ideas and Knowledge” department at the French 
Institute. He is also the overall coordinator of the Nuit 
des Idées. A specialist in the works of Michel Foucault, 
his research focuses on the contemporary ways in which 
knowledge is circulated and confronted, as well as 
modern uses of narration and fiction, from cinema (David 
Lynch, Apichatpong Weerasethakul) to television (The 
Wire, game of Thrones) and contemporary art. A lecturer 
at the ENS Lyon university, he has also served as president 
of the Collège International de Philosophie.

n @pottebonneville
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01h30 > 01h40 
synthèse performée
Avec : Bertrand Périer

Bertrand Périer is a lawyer, a former Secretary of the 
Conference, and a member of the Bar Council in Paris. 
A professor of the art of public speaking, he coaches 
pupils at the Seine-Saint-Denis University for Eloquentia, 
a public speaking competition that was the subject of a 
documentary on France Télévisions in 2016.

n www.eloquentia-saintdenis.fr

Bertrand Périer — Lawyer, France
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MaKesense rooM
Beyond borders

As part of the European Lab Winter Forum, MakeSense will devote 6 hours of exclusive 
programming to the issue of borders and the future of Europe. Considered through the 
prism of the migrant crisis and the media treatment of refugees, these two programmes 
will explore and explain the impact of the media on the rise of populism, the isolation of 
nations and the rejection of the Other, highlighting solutions and alternatives that have 
emerged in the Middle East and Europe that aim to restore our civic values and right to 
expression. Civictech, social entrepreneurs, artists, photographers, directors, youtubers, 
thinkers… How can we organise collective action to mark a change from populist 
discourse ?

>> 26 january 2017, free 
La Chaufferie
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Refugee crisis or media  
(mis)information crisis ?

MKS Room #1

the viewer to become involved in a 
global movement bringing together 
entrepreneurs, experts, artists and 
citizens with a view to solving the 
refugee crisis.

n stories.makesense.org/waynak

>> 26 janvier 2017, gratuit 
20h00 - 21h00 / La Chaufferie

Waynak, 52 mins
by Makesense stories

sCreening

Waynak is made up of six episodes 
– filmed in Lebanon, greece, 
England, Turkey, germany and 
France – that each present solutions 
to the refugee crisis and offer 
concrete forms of engagement on 
the subject. Waynak is not only a 
web documentary, but also a new 
way to contribute to changing the 
narrative of the so-called refugee 
crisis, for the first time enabling 

Screening & debate

Ever since the outrage caused by the wide-
reaching distribution of the photo of Aylan 
Kurdi, the media image of the refugee 
crisis has been in constant evolution.
The media treatment of the issues arising 
from the crisis has weakened the ability 
of public opinion to analyse the tragedy 
that these people are living through, while 
discounting the opportunities that arise 
from a situation labelled as a crisis.
To what extent is the media discourse 

on refugees representative of a deeper 
problem: that of a European identity 
crisis ?

>> 26 january 2017, free 
21:00 - 23:00 / La Chaufferie

DeBate : Refugee crisis or media (mis)information crisis ?
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6 figures
4.5 million refugees coming from Syria
5 countries of refuge: Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq and Egypt
80,000 refugees in 2016 in France, 600,000 in germany
3,800 deaths during crossings in 2016
1.3 million jobs created by refugees in germany in 2014

+ LiVe Léonie Pernet
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Vincent hejduk — MakeSense, France

Vincent Hejduk is the co-founder of MakeSense. The 
platform mobilises 30,000 volunteers in 100 towns and 
cities around the world, with the aim of supporting social 
entrepreneurs through innovation workshops. He is in 
charge of MakeSense’s media and event content via 
the MKS Room, a cultural programme, and MakeSense 
STORiES, an online media source. These tools showcase 
the stories and solutions coming from entrepreneurs, 
artists and organisations who are developing innovative 
responses to the great social and environmental 
challenges of our times.. 

n www.makesense.org/fr

Joséphine goube — Techfugees, France

In 2016, Joséphine goube was chosen by Forbes as one 
of its “30 brightest social entrepreneurs under 30”. This 
recognition was due to her work at Migreat, a start-
up that had developed online artificial intelligence to 
help immigrants to apply for visas in Europe. She also 
runs Techfugees, a non-governmental organisation 
that promotes the use of new digital technologies 
and applications to facilitate the social integration of 
refugees in Europe and around the world. Techfugees 
organises hackathons and conferences to create new 
prototypes in the domains of information, education, 
identity and health. Joséphine provides consultancy work 
to the European Commission on subjects linked to the 
immigration of talents and entrepreneurs.

n techfugees.com

Participants

Théo Scubla — Wintegreat, France

A ‘Master in Management’ student at ESCP Europe, Théo 
Scubla is the president of Wintegreat. He co-founded 
the NgO in 2015, with the aim of providing a pragmatic 
and inclusive platform that served to reveal the talents 
of refugees. In doing so, Wintegreat would give them the 
means to show their true potential in France and Europe, 
and the tools to make a real contribution to society. 
Wintegreat is introducing free and certified education 
programmes in French grandes Écoles and universities 
so that refugees and asylum-seekers can continue their 
studies or find work without being underemployed.

n wintegreat.org

Participants

Lucie Soullier — Journalist, France

Lucie Soullier has been writing for Le Monde since 2013. 
Whether dealing with domestic issues or reporting from 
the Middle East, she uses new forms of writing to portray 
the realities faced by different populations. She won the 
2016 Prix Philippe Chaffanjon, a prize for multimedia 
reporting awarded for her account of the journey of two 
Syrian refugees via their WhatsApp messages. This work 
is currently being adapted into a stage play and a video 
game.

n www.lemonde.fr/journaliste/lucie-soullier

Matthieu Longatte — Bonjour Tristesse, France

Matthieu Longatte cut his teeth in the world of improvised 
theatre in Trappes, before starring in the award-winning 
feature film Donoma. He is now the writer and star of 
Bonjour Tristesse, a weekly satirical look at political 
current affairs on Youtube, in which his words gush forth in 
denouncement of the cynicism of politicians, the absurdity 
of the world and the loss of our democratic ideals. 
Longatte has a canny knack for punch lines, metaphors 
and humour, and an urgent and irked style of delivery. 
Each of his videos is viewed between 100,000 and 540,000 
times, and a new series on the banlieue is currently in the 
pipeline.

n www.facebook.com/LeBonjourTristesse

Jean-Christophe dumont — OCDE

Since 2011, Jean-Christophe Dumont has headed up the 
International Migration division at the OECD Directorate 
for Employment, Labour and Social Affairs. He oversees 
the publication of the OECD’s annual outlook on 
international migration, exploring its economic impact, 
flow management and the integration of immigrants and 
their children in the OECD countries.
n www.oecd.org/fr
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Participants

         Léonie Pernet — Artiste
Multi-instrumentalist, LgBT activist and DJ, Léonie Pernet 
is one of those artists whose finger is always on the pulse 
of the latest trends and developments. Having drummed 
on tour for Yuksek in 2012, she threw her support behind 
the Marriage For All campaign and produced “Mix Pour 
Tous”, which later became “Mix Debout”. Léonie’s music 
is a form of citizen engagement, a response to the age’s 
social and political violence. Signed to the Kill the DJ 
label, she spends her time travelling between Brooklyn 
and Paris, living and breathing her convictions while 
always looking resolutely towards the future.

n www. soundcloud.com/leonie-pernet

Loup Blaster — Illustrator, director, France

Under her pseudonym Loup Blaster, illustrator and 
director Louise Druelle was a finalist in the 2015 edition of 
the APAJ competition, organised by the Association pour 
l’Aide des Jeunes Auteurs and the Libération newspaper. 
In her travel diary, Un An à Calais, this Calais native looks 
at the daily life of the inhabitants of the Jungle.
Since the camp was dismantled, Louise has continued her 
work and has just completed an animated short feature 
entitled Al Hurriya (Freedom). She is also a member of the 
BBBLASTER collective and the Late Night Work Club.

n loupblaster.tumblr.com
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Eric Chol — Courrier International, France

Since July 2012, Eric Chol has been editing Courrier 
international, a French weekly magazine devoted to 
international news (groupe Le Monde). Previously, he 
was editor-in-chief of the daily newspaper La Tribune, a 
reporter for the Express, a Hong Kong correspondent and 
a journalist for L’Expansion.
Eric Chol is also the president of Reporters Without 
Borders (since June 2015), a member of the International 
Advisory Board of the Peace Studies (Dauphine University) 
And a member of the Board of Directors of the Practical 
Institute of Journalism (IPJ).
Aged 49, Eric Chol is a graduate of Sciences Po Paris and 
of the Training Center for Journalists (CFJ Paris).

n www.makesense.org/fr

Moderator
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Trump’s victory in the USA has 
served as a stamp of approval 
for European populists. With, on 
the one hand, the UK’s departure 
from the EU and, on the other, 
the Hungarian referendum on 
the admission of refugees, state 
institutions are being increasingly 
weakened by a sense of defiance 
that is simultaneously fuelling the 
rise of those who promise us the 
world, but deliver only division. 
The polls and studies prove it : the 
young and the not-so-young, in 
both rural and urban areas, are 
showing increasing defiance in 
the face of their institutions, which 
remain in the hands of political 

representatives who no longer share 
their preferences and ideas.
However, a veritable Village of 
Political Engagement 3.0 is forming. 
It is now ready to mount an avant 
garde resistance, in order to restore 
some integrity to politics and invent 
a new democratic model. Can 
civic tech and digital communities 
restore faith in politics by building 
the sort of democratic model that 
young people no longer even dare 
dream about ?

>> 26 january 2017, free 
23:30 - 01:00 / La Chaufferie

defiance towards institutions : 
an opportunity for democratic 
renewal ?

Debate
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+ LiVe de Sônge

Corinne dardelet — Kawaa, France

After completing her marketing studies at Paris Dauphine 
University, Corinne Dardelet worked at companies such 
as SFR, L’Oréal and Orange. Then she met Kevin André, 
the founder of Kawaa, a digital platform allowing users 
to meet people and form groups in accordance with their 
centres of interest. She joined the project as its head of 
community development, later becoming overall head of 
development. Kawaa is also a partner of the #hello2017 
platform, which aims to reconcile young people with 
politics.

n www.kawaa.co

intervenants

Léonore de Roquefeuil — Voxe.org, France

Léonore de Roquefeuil first worked as a youth consultant 
at the United Nations in New York, then as the head of 
marketing for an industrial firm in Madrid, before taking 
up the reins at Voxe.org, the “tool box for the engaged 
citizen”. Voxe.org notably offers a neutral comparison tool 
of election manifestos, entirely crowdsourced from active 
citizens. With nearly 4 million users based in 17 countries, 
the website has won awards from both the Open Society 
Foundations and the google Impact Challenge France.

n www.voxe.org

Camille Marguin — génération Cobaye, France

After a few years overseeing the sustainable development 
of a large firm, in 2013 Camille Marguin cofounded the 
générations Cobayes movement. Today, it has gathered 
together 60,000 young French people between the ages 
of 18 and 35 to fight against the continuing outbreak of 
chronic disease due to environmental pollution caused 
by pesticides and endocrine disruptors. The movement’s 
secret weapon is to use the internet as a platform for 
humour, for example by developing the concept of the 
“eco-orgasm”: doing good without causing harm !
n www.generationscobayes.org
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Robin Reda — Mayor of Juvisy, France

In 2014, this young graduate from Sciences-Po University 
hit the headlines by winning the local elections in Juvisy-
sur-Orge, in the Essonne department near Paris. At only 22 
years of age, he became France’s youngest mayor. Since 
his election, Robin Reda has caught the eye for his focus 
on implementing new forms of citizen governance, his 
belief in contributory democracy, and his progress made 
in shifting the role played by local institutions.
n @robinreda

         Sônge — Artist
Entre émotions électroniques et R&B lunaire, la jeune 
SÔNgE invite l’auditeur à se perdre dans les brumes de 
son monde onirique où elle règne en impératrice soul, 
aidée de ses seules machines. Ses rêveries électroniques 
façonnent des mondes parallèles avec d’autres têtes 
couronnées de l’électronica sophistiquée, tel James Blake 
ou encore BANKS.

n www.songemusic.com

>> 26 january 2017, free 
01:15 - 02:45 / La Chaufferie
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Le Food Market is the first dining 
market in the streets of Paris.
Bringing around twenty 
restaurateurs together two 
Thursdays a month on the 
Boulevard de Belleville, the market 
specialises in varied street food 
that is 100% homemade using fresh 
produce.
Made up of the best small 
restaurants, caterers and food 
associations in Paris, much love and 
care go into the selections made by 
the team at Le Food Market. There 

is just one rule: everything has to be 
tasty and of good quality!
The aim of Le Food Market is to 
use good food to create a friendly, 
down-to-earth atmosphere of 
togetherness and, in doing so, to 
redefine the true sense of French 
street cuisine..

n www.lefoodmarket.fr

>> 26 janvier 2017  
tout à moins de 10 € 
19h00- 01h00 / entrée du Central

“valoriser les initiatives sociales et solidaires 
autour d’une cuisine de qualité.”

food Market
Food & drinks
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For the occasion of the European Lab 
Winter Forum, Le Food Market wanted 
to collaborate with the chefs from the 
association Ile du Monde. Founded in 
2012 by a group of friends who resolved 
to “head off to discover the Other”, the 
association’s goal has always been to 
showcase cultural diversity in general and, 
more specifically, the traditional culinary 
skills of the inhabitants of Paris’ 18th 

european Lab Winter forum x Le food Market

arrondissement, by providing them with 
a platform to transform these skills into 
sustainable economic activity.
As with Thierry Marx’s school of 
reintegration through cooking, Cuisine 
Mode d’Emploi(s), Le Food Market intends 
to continue using good quality food to 
showcase social and solidarity initiatives.
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a unique night of events as part of 
the nuit des idées

Thursday 26 January 2017, from 18:00 to 
03:00.

La Machine du Moulin Rouge
90 Boulevard de Clichy — 75018 Paris

How to arrive
Métro : Blanche (line 2) / Pigalle (line 12) / 
Place de Clichy (line 13)
Bus stop : Blanche (lines 30 - 54 - 68 - 74)
Night bus : N01 or N02
Parking : 11 rue Forest — 75018 Paris

the event is entirely free and accessible 
to all, subject to availability.

advanced queue jump bookings available 
at http://europeanlab.com/winterforum

More information
www.europeanlab.com/winterforum 
http://www.lamachinedumoulinrouge.com/
agenda

Social Media
Facebook : European_Lab 
Twitter : European_Lab 
Instagram : European_Lab 
Hashtag : #EuroLabWF

Contact
europeanlab@arty-farty.eu

Visual design
Klar

images
The Noun Project

Practical information Partners

Partenaires médias

En partenariat avec

Un évènement créé par
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Established in 1999, Arty Farty is a not-for-
profit association, governed by the 1901 
French Association Law. 100% European 
and 100% independent, Arty Farty places 
itself at the service of young people, 
innovative cultures, democratic renewal 
and the general interest.

Socially engaged and active, Arty Farty 
is a melting pot for ideas, debates and 
artistic initiatives, locally and on both 
a European and international level. It 
champions the renewal of public strategy 
in the fields of culture, entrepreneurship 
and democratic practices. Arty Farty 
campaigns for a greater understanding 
of the role that can be played by cultural, 
artistic and creative vision in redefining 
European integration and bridging today’s 
social, territorial and generational divides.

Arty Farty has built an entrepreneurial 
ecosystem made up of diverse but 
complementary elements (including 
Culture Next, A.K.A., etc.). This new 
model places equal importance on 
entrepreneurial spirit and respect for the 
general interest, on transparency and 
independence, on democratic control and 
disinterested management.

Drawing on its experiences, Arty Farty is 
now placing its capabilities at the service 
of cultural projects, institutions, brands 
and enterprises:
- creation and production of event venues
- artistic and strategic consultancy and 
management
- project management and artistic support
- communications, mediation and press 
relations
- commercialisation and fundraising
- monitoring, prospecting and content 
production 
- administrative management

ARtY FARtY

AN INDEPENDENT STRUCTURE
- independent governance
- independent economic model
- 100% independent programming

A FORWARD-THINKINg VISION
- receptive to our changing times
- on the lookout for tomorrow’s artists and 
emerging aesthetics
- attentive to new uses and innovative 
practices

SOCIALLY ENgAgED AND ACTIVE
- in favour of young people and 
democratic renewal
- in favour of Europe and culture
- in favour of diversity and openness

A UNIFYINg FORCE AT THE CUTTINg EDgE 
OF CULTURE
- artistic quality before all else
- bringing people together
- a spirit of transdisciplinarity and 
interaction

arty farty’s VaLues
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ContACt uS :
guillaume DuChÊne

Head of Press

guillaume@arty-farty.eu

+33 6 30 66 34 25


